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Jenkins: Facebook Faceplant 

CEO Mark Zuckerberg's troubles all begin with his 
company's too-giddy, $100 billion IPO valuation. 
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Here's a question, and notice how carefully we phrase it: Facebook is a nice little business. 

Should Mark Zuckerberg have made it clearer to IPO investors he didn't intend to run it to 

justify the implausible $100 billion market cap the IPO was about to give it? 

Go ahead: Buy the shares at $38, but don't assume my job is to justify the unearthly 

valuation you're assuming for my company. 

A different CEO would have no business thinking his job was anything other than protecting 

the share price. Most CEOs serve at the pleasure of the board and, through the board, 

shareholders. Mr. Zuckerberg serves at his own pleasure. He can fire the board. They can't 

fire him. No matter how many shares investors buy, they can't outvote him. 

Right off, let's acknowledge that Facebook's initial unrealistic valuation is the real source of 

Mr. Zuckerberg's trouble. The share price has halved since the IPO three months ago. 

To anticipate his defense, Mr. Zuckerberg made it clear to potential investors what they 

were getting into. The ownership and control structure were described in the prospectus in 

black and white. The same was true of Google when it went public. Google's outside 

shareholders were also reduced essentially to silent partners. But Google did not present 

potential investors with the paradox of a company coming to market at a valuation that none 

of its visible ways of making money could possibly support. 

No, Mr. Zuckerberg never actually told investors that his company was worth $100 billion. 

You never heard him say the valuation was justified, and you never heard him say it wasn't. 

But such an IPO perhaps makes it morally incumbent on management at least to have an 

idea how the valuation can be realized. Advertising on the Facebook site was never going 

to be the solution. By going ahead with the IPO, wasn't Mr. Zuckerberg, in effect, saying the 
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IPO itself is the transformative event? The IPO itself is a strategic move to realize a new 

business model and justify the valuation: Give us the market capitalization to do something 

big and we'll do it. 

Mr. Zuckerberg occasionally seems to hint at such a breakout move. One approach would 

be doling out Facebook shares to acquire the properties or fertilize the relationships that 

would let Facebook make the leap to become the premier server of ads across the entire 

ad-supported media universe. 
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Buy or strike a deal with the New York Times, CBS, Netflix, Sirius-XM or Bing. Hook up their 

digital media to Facebook's ad system. Let Facebook's hundreds of millions of users have 

access via their Facebook log-ins. Hit them with personalized ads in venues where 

audiences long ago embraced the bargain of free content in return for commercials. 

Facebook investors were clearly up for a speculative IPO. If Mr. Zuckerberg wasn't going to 

do something speculative with his company's speculative market cap, wasn't he asking for 

the result he got? The stock price is withering. Investors and analysts are feeling burned 

and looking for reasons to dump on Facebook. 

Critics can't stop obsessing over its inability to generate ad revenues from its mobile users, 

though the complaint is misguided. Facebook's mobile properties, like its Web properties, 

should be focused on collecting user data. The payoff comes from putting the data to work 

elsewhere. 

Some also profess to see a link between Facebook's plummeting share price and waning 

user enthusiasm for the site. Writes Reuters Breakingviews analyst Rob Cox: "The 

mounting pile of failure creates a negative feedback loop that threatens Facebook's future. . 

. . Not only does that threaten to rub off on users, it's bad for recruitment and retention of 

talented hackers, who are the lifeblood of Zuckerberg's creation." 



Some even call for Mr. Zuckerberg to relinquish the CEO role, a plea no one but God has 

the power to force Mr. Zuckerberg to honor. 

Though it would require chutzpah, perhaps the solution is to buy back the company and 

take it private. Mr. Zuckerberg's ideas of ownership and control certainly are more suited to 

a privately held company. In the meantime, if he has a revolution up his sleeve, let's see it. 

Otherwise, he should settle the lawsuits, expect a large staff turnover, and get on with 

running a business whose scope, prospects and share price are limited by the limited 

prospects of advertising on Facebook. 
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